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About Church Growth Services
Church Growth Services has been a leader in capital campaign consulting since
1959. They helped pioneer a holistic approach to stewardship that included more
than just the raising of funds. They named this approach the Stewardship of Life,
helping congregations make commitments so that stewardship was a way of life.
The mission of Church Growth Services is “to empower church leaders to fund their
God-given vision by applying Biblical stewardship principles”. The empowering
posture has been a hallmark to CGS’s reputation as easy to work with, sensitive to
the unique qualities of each congregation, and consistently productive in achieving
the stated campaign goals.
CGS is diligent in its work during pre-campaign analysis and in fostering a high level
of congregational ownership before, during and after the campaign. The number of
churches who have returned to CGS for additional campaigns is telling of both the
quality and efficiency of their work. The region is dotted with churches who have
benefitted and expanded from the work of CGS.
Church Growth Services desires “to empower Christians to be wise stewards of the
resources God has entrusted to them." They see their work of helping churches
realize their full stewardship potential as a ministry with eternal consequences.
Background of Project
Church Growth Services commissioned The Arbor Research Group to design and
conduct a research study that validated the value for churches to use an outside
entity for a capital campaign. The working hypothesis for the project was that an
outside group ensured that a campaign would be less injurious to pastors, their
health, and their ministries.
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The Cultivating Confidence in Capital Campaigns project included the following:
1. A complete review of the literature, both formal and informal (i.e. church
consulting groups’ blogs) for the prominent themes regarding church capital
campaigns.
a. The literature is largely anecdotal with surprisingly little available
research or robust methodological analysis.
b. The Arbor Group generated seven articles for publication from the
literature and research.
2. A nationwide online survey to quantitatively show the effects of hiring an
outside group to facilitate a church capital campaign.
a. The population of this survey was significantly smaller than desired.
Without incentive and accountability, pastors were hesitant to take a
survey about financial matters.
b. The project was unable to construct a basic “measurement” for
personal health.
c. The study did effectively report that ministry effectiveness, general
budget giving, and congregational health went “up” after conducting a
capital campaign, because of the campaign.
3. An intensive qualitative study of interviews with 20 pastors who have
considered/been through a capital campaign.
The study
The research project began in August of 2017 and was completed in April 2018. 52
different congregations participated in the project, each had engaged in a capital
campaign within the last 10 years. 17 different denominations were represented
from 12 states, the majority coming from the Midwest.
Participation levels in the national survey were lower than anticipated. This is a
phenomenon being experienced all across the country by research agencies. The
Arbor team sent numerous Emails and Facebook messages through various
national networks to solicit pastors to take the survey. Agents from RSI, Generis,
and the Gage Group helped to solicit other pastors. Without incentives or in-person
hard copy versions of the survey, it was very difficult to get church leaders to take an
“unknown” survey regarding their finances. Some thought the survey was a “bait and
switch” attempt to sell a stewardship service.
In spite of this limitation, the Arbor Research Group team persisted in gathering both
surveys and interviews and they achieved a respectable population for this mixedmethods study. The quantitative and qualitative analyses showed strong categories
and even statistically-significant correlations, two good signs that the findings of this
project represent the population it studied. So, there can be a high level of
confidence in the findings.
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MAJOR FINDINGS
Churches that reported increased ministry effectiveness because of the
campaign were more likely to report that the health of their congregation
improved because of the campaign.
This is the strongest correlation in the statistics. It's reasonable to assume
that health in one of these areas likely increased health in the others. Overall,
if the campaign increased ministry effectiveness, it also increased the overall
health of the congregation (and vice versa). If the experience was positive in
one area, it was likely positive in others too.
If we step away from the focus of the study, we can also say with confidence
that healthy churches are effective in ministry. There’s something significant
about congregational health that is important to ministry and stewardship.
Addressing the potential for conflict is one of the chief steps church leaders
can take when leading a capital campaign.
The statistical findings support this:
1. Churches that did not have a high level of conflict during the campaign also
did not lose their congregation members. Most churches did not lose
members during their campaigns, but this was more true if there was low
conflict.
2. Annual giving is negatively correlated with high conflict during the
campaign. Churches that reported lower levels of conflict saw an increase in
annual giving.
Another reason to pay attention to conflict. Most churches see an
increase in giving during a campaign. If conflict is present there is a
decrease in giving. Addressing the potential for conflict was a reason
people chose an outside agency as "peace of mind" and "confidence"
was a consistent reason for that choice. Those clearly connect to an
external agency helping church leaders to navigate leading an effective
campaign.
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About half of churches in the Midwest of the USA conduct campaigns with the
assistance of an outside agency.
The opposite is true as well. There is a significant amount of churches who
conduct campaigns on their own and do so successfully (in their eyes). Still,
that does not mean they won’t consider using an external agency for their
next campaign.
There is an opportunity here for CGS to offer “levels” of engagement. CGS
already does this, but there is opportunity here for creative new products and
approaches. Even a small level of campaign support could help demonstrate
value and build trust for future projects.
Half of churches that did not use an external agency for their campaign would
consider doing so the next time.
Few church leaders are dead-set against using an external agency. Only 19%
of church leaders who used an agency would automatically do so a second
time. This statistic supports that: 67% of churches that did use an external
agency for their capital campaign would consider whether to go it alone
for future campaigns.

In almost every case, when conducting a capital campaign, giving to the
general budget doesn’t decrease, but, in fact, giving to the general budget
usually increases.
This significant point is widely known and told by church consultants, but the
data support it as fact. It’s clear that costs, though perceived to be an
obstacle, end up not to be an obstacle. Therefore, when the question of cost
arises, it’s not whether the money will be covered, but rather it boils down to
the simple question: “Could we, without an agency, raise the same amount or
more and then not have to pay their fee(s)?” This study shows this as the
chief and primary concern for this population of church leaders.
Agencies use various pricing structures, which confuses church leaders when
trying to compare value.
This is an obstacle for church leaders and actually contributes to the
perceived trust issues. It correlates to a lack of clarity as to whether the stated
support and guidance actually is valuable compared to the cost. And, since,
cost is THE chief obstacle, this is an area where clarity would be helpful.
Cost is almost singularly the issue for churches when considering an outside
agency. The hesitation is rarely from a philosophical (theological or ethical)
concern.
Having a flat fee versus a percentage seems to be a positive.
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A significant obstacle for agencies is that pastors, and many church board
members, lack experience with consultants.
Few pastors have the business experience to determine what is valuable
when it comes to pricing and working with consultants. This point became
clear in many of the interview data and was substantiated.
The success of a campaign rises and falls on the individual consultant, not the
agency and its reputation.
In fact, the reputation of a company was never mentioned except in the
negative (e.g. “don’t work with them”). And even then, it was ignored and that
church went ahead and hired them. The evaluation of a campaign centered
on the insight, service, and availability of the consultant.
Successful campaigns with external agencies hinge on the ability of the
consultant to “connect” with the church leadership and people, understand
the context, and be available.
Churches want an experience that feels like customized attention (from
external agencies) not what looks like a system that has worked well before.
In contrast, churches also say they desire to have a consultant share best
practices (what’s worked well elsewhere) with them. It seems like the “how” is
the key; what is superimposed from above is resisted more than what comes
via a guiding relationship (sideways).
The main reason that a church employs an external agency is for guidance
and clarity so that they gain confidence.
The result is that the church has confidence in knowing what is possible, in
knowing that the steps they take are right, and in knowing they have expert
support when needed and as often as needed. This is especially true in nonmainline churches.
73.9% of churches that conduct capital campaigns say that their
congregational health improved as a result of the campaign.
Effective campaigns do not feel like a “campaign” but more like a natural
development (mentoring) process that allows church leaders to give it shape
and direction.
Church Growth Services has built its reputation of effectiveness in the
predominantly Midwest communities where trust of outsiders is often low,
especially those with the title of “consultant.”
That the CGS team has so many decades of proven and repeated
effectiveness in that environment is telling of their expertise and approach.
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SUMMARY STATEMENTS RELATED DIRECTLY
TO CHURCH GROWTH SERVICES
Churches who work with Church Growth Services have a better record of
maintaining weekend attendance levels than the national average.
Churches in this study who worked with Church Growth Services were more
likely to credit “trust-building” as a positive than the national average.
No one who worked with Church Growth Services was disappointed that they
did after a campaign.
All churches who worked with Church Growth Services would only work with
CGS in the future if they worked with an external agency.
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THE DATA
Denominational Representation
The project favored churches from the Midwest, so that skewed the population
toward some denominations that are better represented in that region. Still, there is
a nice cross-section of denominations in the study, with 21% being from mainline
traditions. The largest group, nondenominational, represented 15% of the
population, followed closely by the Missionary Church and Baptists at 13% each.

Denominations
United
Methodist
9%
Southern
Baptist
4%
Reformed
4%

Charismatic/Pe
ntecostal
2%

Vineyard
2%

Other Anglican
2%
4%

Baptist
13%

Church of Christ
6%
Episcopalian
2%
Evangelical
Covenant
2%
Free Methodist
2%

Presbyterian
9%

Nondenom
15%

Assemblies of
God
2%

Missionary
Church
13%

Grace Brethren
4%
Mennonite
2%

Nazarene
2%
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U.S. States

Texas Wisconsin
5%
2%
Tennessee
Ohio 2%
9%

U.S. States

Florida
7% Georgia
2% Illinois
2%

Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana

New Mexico
2%

Kentucky
Michigan

Minnesota
7%

Minnesota
Indiana
37%

New Mexico
Ohio
Tennessee

Michigan
23%

Texas
Kentucky
2%

Wisconsin

The Midwestern representation is not surprising, given that the client is focused on
that region for their services. This actually gives weight to the implications of the
study and its findings as relevant to the purposes of the study.
Church size

Number of Churches w/Attendance
16
14
12
10
8
6

Count

4
2
0
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Half of the churches involved had over 500 attendees on the weekend and no
church reported less than 150 in attendance.
Annual Budgets

$150,000
or less
8%

$3,000,001 and
more
21%

$150,001-$250,
000
13%

$2,000,001$3,000,000
13%

$1,500,001$2,000,000
4%
$1,000,001$1,500,000
8%

$250,001-$350,000
17%

$650,001$750,001- $750,000
8%
$1,000,000
8%

Value

Percent

$150,000 or less

8.3%

$150,001-$250, 000

12.5%

$250,001-$350,000

16.7%

$650,001-$750,000

8.3%

$750,001-$1,000,000

8.3%

$1,000,001-$1,500,000

8.3%

$1,500,001-$2,000,000

4.2%

$2,000,001-$3,000,000

12.5%

$3,000,001 and more

20.8%
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Length of Campaign
3.5 years or longer
5%

6 months
23%
3 years
27%

1 year
14%

2.5 years
4%
2 years
27%

Value

Percent

6 months

22.7%

1 year

13.6%

2 years

27.3%

2.5 years

4.5%

3 years

27.3%

3.5 years or longer

4.5%
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Did you use an external agency to help you in your most recent stewardship
campaign?

Yes
48%

No
52%

The percentages above are from the survey portion and is more representative of
what is happening in the larger population.
When we factor in the interviews, the numbers shift to 60% YES and 40% NO (see
below). The interviews were more focused on “information rich” sources, so that
population leaned toward those that had used external agencies.
SURVEY RESULTS:

Value

Percent

Yes

60%

No

40%

It is accurate to say that “about half of churches do use external agencies and half
do not for their campaigns.”
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SURVEY: If you were to conduct another capital campaign, would you use an
external agency?

Yes
18%

Maybe
55%

Value

No
27%

Percent

Yes

18.2%

No

27.3%

Maybe

54.5%

It’s not a convincing percentage. Though a few (n=3) were disappointed that they
went with an agency, most had very positive experiences. Still, only about 1 in 5 said
that positive experience would “absolutely” mean they would use an external agency
the next time. There may be a few things that agencies can do (e.g. purposeful
follow-up) to build value in clients for future campaigns.
INTERVIEWS (alone): If you were to conduct another capital campaign, would
you use an external agency?
Value

Percent

Yes

66.6%

No

16.6%

Maybe

16.6%
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RESULTS: If we just look at the more randomized survey data, we could say the
following:
• Half of churches that did not use an external agency for their campaign would
consider doing so the next time.
• 67% of churches who did use an external agency for their capital campaign
would consider whether to go it alone for future campaigns.
BENEFITS OF USING AN EXTERNAL AGENCY
These comments from one pastor summarize the benefits well of working with an
external agency:
•

A campaign won’t interrupt the rhythm of what I am supposed to do as a
pastor.
• We received expert thinking and coaching; our consultant was running the
sidelines while I (and my leadership) were in the game.
He saved us from a boatload of mistakes and pitfalls because of his experience.
• He was proactive in his movements and kept us prepared.
• We had greater buy-in at so many levels because of his advice.
• Our “white-collar” congregation leans more heavily on consultant experts
anyway. They recognize (beyond the cost) that it is money saved and time
gained to bring in experts.
• Like hiring a part-time staff – someone has to do the work. 1

1

Ministry-Focused. Money Saved. Time Gained. Proactive Experience.
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SURVEY: What were the primary reasons you decided to use an external
agency?
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Value

Percent

We needed consistent coaching and guidance on how to conduct a campaign.

50.0%

An experienced agency gave us confidence in our decisions.

30.0%

An external agency would help us gain trust among potential givers.

20.0%

We needed help in determining how much we could raise.

20.0%

An external agency helped us navigate asking for money.

20.0%

The particular consultant from the agency had our trust.

10.0%

We could raise more money using an external agency.

30.0%

We prayed about it and felt like God was leading us to use an external agency.

20.0%

The church board wanted to use an external agency.

30.0%

The senior pastor wanted to use an external agency.

20.0%

Other - Write In (Required)

10.0%

NOTE: That 30% of church leaders say that the board wanted to use an external
agency is significant.
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Our ministry effectiveness increased because of the campaign.
Disagree
4%

Strongly Agree
31%

Remained the
same
26%

Agree
39%

Value

Percent

Disagree

4.3%

Remained the same

26.1%

Agree

39.1%

Strongly Agree

30.4%

NOTES: So, only 1 in 4 say that their ministry effectiveness remains the same
during a campaign whereas 70% of churches say their ministry effectiveness
INCREASED during (and because of) their campaign.
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Our congregational health improved because of the campaign.
Disagree
4%

Strongly Agree
30%

Remained the
same
22%

Agree
44%

Value

Percent

Disagree

4.3%

Remained the same

21.7%

Agree

43.5%

Strongly Agree

30.4%

Even stronger here than ministry effectiveness, 75% of churches say that a
campaign increased their congregational health and only 4% say it decreased.
The finding here is, if churches are hesitant to do a campaign for fear of how the
giving, ministry, and congregational health will be affected, the data supports that it
will most likely be affected to the positive. Capital campaigns are not the negative
experience that church leaders fear they will be.
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We had a high level of conflict during the campaign.
Strongly Agree
4%
Agree
9%
Strongly disagree
26%

Remained the
same
30%

Disagree
31%

Value

Percent

Strongly disagree

26.1%

Disagree

30.4%

Remained the same

30.4%

Agree

8.7%

Strongly Agree

4.3%

Only about 10% of churches experienced higher levels of conflict because of a
capital campaign.
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We lost at least five percent (5%) of our weekend worship attendees because
of the campaign.

Yes
9%

Value

Percent

Yes

8.7%

No

91.3%

No
91%

We gained attendance at our weekend services because of our campaign.

Yes
39%
No
61%

Value

Percent

Yes

39.1%

No

60.9%

Since your last completed campaign, how has your annual giving changed?

Remained
the same
35%
Increased
61%

Value

Percent

Increased

60.9%

Decreased

4.3%

Remained the same

34.8%

Decreased
4%
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Think about your most recent campaign. What did you use as part of it? Look
at the list below and select ALL that you included.
Special social
church-wide
gathering, 40.9

Financial planner
workshops, 13.6

Celebration
event at the
end, 63.6

Neighborhood
groups, 4.5
Personal visits to
homes of potential
givers, 27.3
Pledge-raising
event (e.g.
banquet), 40.9
Guest speakers, 9.1

Personal
testimonies video
delivered via social
media, 13.6

Classes and
small groups
that taught
about
Key stewardship,
leaders 45.5
sneak
preview
, 63.6
Kickoff event at the
beginning, 81.8

Sermon(s) on
stewardship,
68.2

Personal
testimonies
during
weekend
i
54 5

Mass emails,
45.5

Newsletters (nonelectronic), 31.8

Website - special
one for campaign,
13.6

Personal emails,
45.5
Bulk text messages,
4.5
Telephone calls to
potential givers,
40 9

Strategy
Kickoff event at the beginning
Sermon(s) on stewardship
Key leaders sneak preview
Celebration event at the end
Personal testimonies during weekend services
Classes and small groups that taught about stewardship
Mass emails
Personal emails
Telephone calls to potential givers
Pledge-raising event (e.g. banquet)
Special social church-wide gathering
Newsletters (non-electronic)
Personal visits to homes of potential givers
Website - special one for campaign
Personal testimonies video delivered via social media
Financial planner workshops
Guest speakers
Bulk text messages
Neighborhood groups

Percent
81.8%
68.2%
63.6%
63.6%
54.5%
45.5%
45.5%
45.5%
40.9%
40.9%
40.9%
31.8%
27.3%
13.6%
13.6%
13.6%
9.1%
4.5%
4.5%
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Which of these were the TOP THREE that provided the greatest benefit (they
had the greatest positive impact)? NOTE: This is the same list as the previous
question.
Rank

Strategy

Score

1

Kickoff event at the beginning

119

2

Key leaders sneak preview

109

3

Pledge-raising event (e.g. banquet)

101

4

Sermon(s) on stewardship

91

5

Personal visits to homes of potential givers

81

6

Personal testimonies during weekend services

63

7

Celebration event at the end

62

8

Classes and small groups that taught about stewardship

41

9

Special social church-wide gathering

38

10

Personal emails

26

11

Telephone calls to potential givers

25

12

Mass emails

13

13

Guest speakers

13

14

Newsletters (non-electronic)

12
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What were the primary reasons you decided NOT to use an external
agency? Check up to three reasons.
60

54.5

50

40

30

36.4
27.3

27.3
18.2

20

9.1

10

0

18.2
9.1

9.1

We had the We didn't We felt like We weren't The costs Our church The lead We prayed Other experience see the we could impressed were too board did pastor did about it
Write In
among our obvious raise just as with the
much. not want to not want to and felt like (Required)
leadership benefits of much on consultants
use an
use an
God was
to conduct an outside our own. we spoke
external external leading us
a
expert.
with.
agency.
agency. to not use
campaign.
an external
agenc

Value

Percent

We had the experience among our leadership to conduct a
campaign.

27.3%

We did not see the obvious benefits of an outside expert.

27.3%

We felt like we could raise just as much on our own.

54.5%

We were not impressed with the consultants we spoke with.

18.2%

The costs were too much.

36.4%

Our church board did not want to use an external agency.

9.1%

The lead pastor did not want to use an external agency.

18.2%

We prayed about it and felt like God was leading us to not use an
external agency.

9.1%

This is an interesting list in light of the reasons why church leaders select external
agencies.
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What are prevailing opinions of using an external agency?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I am not sure of the benefits we’d receive for paying an external consultant.
Cost is our biggest obstacle and a previous consultant experience did not
work out well for us.
The agency we used was effective. We weren’t in a good place then either.
Now, we might use a consultant (but a new one).
External agencies are a must if conducting multi-year complex campaigns.
They are invaluable for strategy, coaching, and tools provided.
I would recommend an agency because they share best practices and ideas.
They bring value to the campaign.
I would not use an agency. It’s not rocket science!
The group we hired didn’t do much of anything. We had to navigate all of the
information and material they gave us.
Our community is weary of outsiders and really trusting of one another.
The greatest value is in the communication coaching.
We have financial people who can do this for us.

Complete Summary of Statistically Significant Findings
Using a Spearman’s rho analytical report, here are the main “statistically significant”
statements:
Churches that reported a ministry effectiveness increase because of the
campaign were more likely to say that the health of their congregation
improved because of the campaign.
It's reasonable to assume that health in one of these areas likely increased
health in the others. Overall, if the campaign increased ministry effectiveness,
it also increased the overall health of the congregation (and vice versa). If the
experience was positive in one area, it was likely positive in others too.
This is the strongest correlation in the data. So, if a church wants to be more
effective as a result of a campaign, then it's important to pay attention to
congregational health as well.
There's a significant relationship between effective ministry and
congregational health.
A stewardship consultant has to have "congregational health" and "more
effective ministry" in mind when he/she works with local congregations.
So, this could show your expertise, in a "Here's what we know from our
experience and from the research...." You show that you KNOW how pastors
think and what it takes to not have a campaign dent congregational health
and/or ministry effectiveness.
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Churches that did not have a high level of conflict during the campaign also
did not lose their congregation members. Most churches did not lose
members during their campaigns, but especially did not if there was low
conflict.
This is a "duh" level statement, of course, but that research shows that
conflict = losing members is significant.
The trust and support provided by a stewardship consultant gives churches
the peace of mind that conflict will be kept low.
Congregations that did not have a high level of conflict did not see an increase
in attendance at their weekend services.
There is no relationship between conflict levels and INCREASING
attendance.
Annual giving is negatively correlated with high conflict during the campaign.
It appears that churches that reported lower levels of conflict saw an increase
in annual giving.
Another reason to pay attention to conflict. Most churches see an increase in
giving during a campaign. If conflict is present there is a decrease in giving.
Having "peace of mind" and "confidence" was a consistent reason for those
did use an external agency.
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